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“See radio differently”
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The two main roles of marketing

Source: Binet & Field et al



IPA : The Long and the Short of It

Long term brand building vs. short 
term sales activation
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1. Reach

Long term brand building



The broader the reach, the 
broader the effects
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Source: IPA “The Long and the Short of it”



Why audio listening continues to 
grow

MORE 

OPPORTUNITIES 

TO LISTEN 
(E.G MORE DEVICES, 

WFH)

MORE 

REASONS 

TO LISTEN
(E.G. MORE FORMATS, 

SERVICES)



On demand music streaming services 
have overtaken “owned” music
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Live radio continues to dominate listening
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Share of weekly on-demand audio listening hours
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89%
of all adults in the UK 

listen to the radio every 

week.

RAJAR: December 2022



38 million adults

for 

13 hours each week

RAJAR December 2022 Commercial Radio



Commercial Radio remains the audio 
medium to reach 15 -24s

Weekly reach 

61%

Weekly reach 

23%

Weekly reach of ‘commercially accessible’ audio 

RAJAR MIDAS
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2. Building emotional 
connections

Long term brand building



Emotional campaigns are more 
profitable
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Source: IPA “The Long and the Short of it”
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Live radio has the highest share of listening time within 
SIX out of the SEVEN need-states

Source: Generation Audio, Radiocentre/Differentology 2022
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company
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LIVE RADIO

Listening is driven by the need to 

feel energised/uplifted 

and more connected 

with specific social groups/

to the wider world

ON-DEMAND 

MUSIC 

SERVICES
Listening is 

centred around 

mood 

management

PODCASTS
Listening is led by a 

desire to learn new 

things and develop 

deeper 

understanding of 

selected topics

Live radio and on-demand audio 
play complementary roles for 

listeners

Source: Generation Audio, Radiocentre/Differentology 2022
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People feel twice as happy when 
listening to radio

Average increase in happiness vs. when not consuming any media

Source: Radio: the Emotional Multiplier

“Radio in the 

background, 

humming along to a 

few songs, feels 

good!”



3. Targeting

Short term brand activation



Targeting the right people in the right 
place at the right time

Re-Evaluating Media



Targeting the right people in the right 
place at the right time

Re-Evaluating Media



Beyond micro targeting



24% of commercial 
radio listening is now 
streamed, providing 
new targeting 
opportunities



Radio can also  
target at scale

➢ Geography

➢ Demographics

➢ Day of week

➢ Time of day

➢ Context



Consumer context
Other tasks accompany 9 out of 10 listening occasions



Radio reaches people 
at relevant moments

Source: IPA Touchpoints 2021

Radio accounts for

60% of media time 

when commuting



Radio reaches people at relevant moments

Radio accounts for

Source: IPA Touchpoints 2018

20% of media time when 
cooking



Radio reaches people at 
relevant moments

75% of media time 

driving to the 

supermarket

+ 33 %
Purchase intent

+ 11%
Brand visibility

Source: Building shelf awareness

Radio accounts for



Hearing ads in a relevant context increases 
engagement and memory encoding

% increase
23% 22%

Engagement Memory encoding

Source: Hear&Now



Long term

Short term

Brand building

Sales 

activation

Why is radio good for business growth?

Source: Binet & Field et al

1  Reach
2. Emotion

3. Targeting



Results





Long term

Short term

Brand building

Sales 

activation

Big Audio Datamine measures both 
long and short term metrics

Awareness
Brand relevance
Brand trust

Brand consideration
Response



Radio’s uplift on 
ad awareness

Source: Big Audio Datamine (number of cases in white). 
Base: all aware of brand



BRAND BUILDING metrics
Average outcomes from radio advertising



404040
Source: Big Audio Datamine 
(number of cases in white)

828

Radio drives purchase consideration
“If you were considering buying 

product category today, 
how likely would you be to consider brand name?” 

Average uplift rate CR vs. non-CR (highly likely)

BRAND ACTIVATION metrics
Average outcomes from radio advertising

21,0%
18,6%

Searched online for
details

Accessed the
brand's website

291 291

Radio drives online response
“Have you taken any of the following actions 

as a result of hearing this ad?”
% of those hearing the ad claiming to respond in this way

Base: all who recall hearing radio adBase: all respondents 



£8,70

£7,70

£5,80
£4,90

£2,00

TV Radio Print Online OOH

Radio delivers strong revenue ROI for brands
Revenue return on investment by medium 

Source: ROI Multiplier



£1,73
£1,61

£1,44

£1,21

£0,82

TV Radio Print Online video Online display

Radio delivers strong Profit ROI for 
brands

Profit return on investment by medium 

Source: Profit-driving Radio/Ebiquity (Base: 1954 campaign observations)



Reasons to 
consider radio

➢Reaching large audiences

➢Building emotional connections

➢Targeting with scale

➢Relevant moments

➢RESULTS!



Brand building
Radio amplifies brand fame

Source: IPA Databank/Les Binet

% of campaigns reporting very large fame effect

19%
RADIO

31%

USED
NOT USED

RADIO



THANK YOU
ευχαριστώ


